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CITIZENS PARTICIPATION
Item #2

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
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TRAC GOALS, FRAMEWORK, AGENDA REVIEW & NEW MEMBER INTRODUCTIONS
NEW MEMBER INTRODUCTIONS

- LEE FARRIS, LandWell Development Company
- DAVID FROMMER, UNLV
- KARLOS LASANE, Caesars Entertainment
- ERIN MCMULLEN, Boyd Gaming
- MIKE SHOHET, Nevada HAND
- RICK SMITH, Henderson Development Association

COMMITTEE GOALS

- Learn about Southern Nevada's mobility challenges, new developments and opportunities.
- Learn about smart communities, emerging technologies and how these efforts can impact and improve mobility, accessibility and safety in Southern Nevada.
- Obtain input and feedback and make recommendations on how to best address and prioritize mobility solutions.
MEETING FRAMEWORK

• **Meeting 7 – December 6, 2018** – Review On Board concept development, analysis and feedback, update on Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) expansion and mobility plan, Las Vegas Monorail update, Las Vegas Raiders update, and resort corridor update

• **Meeting 8 – January/February 2019** – Review On Board draft recommendations, community survey feedback and NDOT presentation

• **February to June 2019** – Legislative session and On Board community conversations and presentations

• **Meeting 9 – June 2019** – On Board final recommendations and costs; next steps

AGENDA REVIEW

• Paratransit, Seniors and Veterans Services Overview

• On Board Update

• 2019 Legislative Session

• Upcoming Events
PARATRANSIT, SENIORS AND VETERANS SERVICES OVERVIEW

PUBLIC TRANSIT TODAY

BUS SERVICE

SENIORS

PARATRANSIT

VETERANS
PARATRANSIT SERVICE

1.3M Total Rides in Fiscal Year 2017

$46 Million Annual Cost for Service

Ride Fixed Route Free

PARATRANSIT SERVICE AREA TODAY

- Current Bus Routes
- Current Paratransit Area

Boulder City Inset Map
PARATRANSIT RIDE ON-DEMAND PILOT

“I am loving the freedom this program allows for. I love the professionalism of the drivers, and the caring and customer concern.”

MOBILITY TRAINING CENTER
SPECIALIZED SENIOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

- 58K Senior Trips
- Fiscal Year 2017
- Reduced Fare ID Card
- $799,250 Annual Cost for Service
- Silver Star Routes
  - 12

SPECIALIZED VETERAN SERVICES

- Veterans Medical Transportation Network (VMTN)
- Downtown and Veterans Medical Center Express (DVX)
- $2 million annual investment & 350,000 rides
- Reduced Fare ID Card
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT UPDATE

- 19 events & presentations
- 615 survey responses

LYNN HUNSINGER, Nevadans for the Common Good
JEAN PEYTON, BlindConnect
DR. ARNOLD STALK, Veterans Village

PANEL DISCUSSION AND Q&A
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ON BOARD UPDATE

WHY ON BOARD?
COMMUNITY GROWTH

- **RAIDERS STADIUM**
  - $1.8 BILLION INVESTMENT

- **UNLV MEDICAL SCHOOL**
  - $100 MILLION INVESTMENT

- **LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER**
  - $1.4 BILLION INVESTMENT

- **RESORTS WORLD**
  - $4 BILLION INVESTMENT

HOME VALUE GROWTH

- **LAS VEGAS HOME-PRICE GAINS**
  - 1ST IN THE UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

SOUTHERN NEVADA EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

6TH

IN THE UNITED STATES

OUR TRANSPORTATION FUTURE

on board

YOUR FUTURE TRANSIT PLAN
ON BOARD

WHAT COULD ON BOARD DO?

Traditional Transit Improvements

High Capacity Transit Options

Emerging Transit Technology Opportunities
HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT

High Capacity Corridors
Faster, More Efficient and Reliable
Development Opportunities

TRADITIONAL TRANSIT

Safer
More Accessible
More Reliable
EMERGING TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY

Technological Advances
Impacts on Mobility

COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

- More than 16,000 surveys
- Attended more than 170 events
- 90 speaking engagements
- 17 technical advisory group meetings
- 5 TRAC meetings
- 4 public meetings
ON BOARD

UNIVERSE OF CORRIDORS
CONCEPT PLANNING

Starting Points
• Low Scenario (50% of peers)
• Medium Scenario (peer average)
• High Scenario (150% of peers)

Assumptions
• Maryland Parkway
• Bus Service Enhancements

SCENARIO PLANNING
PROCESS TIMELINE

ON BOARD PROJECT TIMELINE

PLAN INTRODUCTION
Phase 1
Jul 2017 - Jul 2018

CONCEPT PLAN
Phase 2
Aug - Dec 2018

DRAFT PLAN
Phase 3
Jan - Jun 2019

FINAL PLAN
Phase 4
Jun - Nov 2019

2017 2018 2019

VISION & VALUES SURVEY

On Board: Your Future Transit Plan

Share your vision. Take the survey.
The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada is developing a plan for personal mobility over the next 20 or more years, and needs your input. Solutions may include a range of transportation options, and your ideas matter.

Your regional plan has called for improvements to traditional transit services, new high-capacity services such as light rail, and improvements to roads, sidewalks, and bicycle facilities.

Complete it en español

Looking to the future, which transportation improvements are the most important? (Drag options to rank top four)

1. Frequent and fast bus service
2. Well-maintained roads
3. Improved safety
4. Fewer traffic jams
5. Light rail
6. Preparing for self-driving vehicles
7. Improved walkability and bikability
BE A PART OF OUR TRANSPORTATION FUTURE

OnBoardSurvey.org

PANEL DISCUSSION AND Q&A

- DAVID FROMMER, UNLV
- BRIAN KNUDSEN, BP2 SOLUTIONS and CEO Exchange
- ANDY MAGGI, Nevada Conservation League
2019 LEGISLATIVE SESSION

2019 LEGISLATIVE SESSION OVERVIEW

- 2019 Nevada Legislative session begins Feb. 4, 2019
- 528 BDRs submitted as of Sept. 28, 2018
- 89 BDRs being actively tracked by RTC Government Affairs Team as of Sept. 28, 2018
INDIRECT LEGISLATION

- Laughlin FRI Exemption
- Electric Vehicle Fee (Southern Nevada Forum priority)
- Innovation and Technology Procurement (Southern Nevada Forum priority)

RTC LEGISLATIVE TEAM MOVING FORWARD

- Continue to closely monitor all legislation potentially affecting RTC
- Continue to meet with elected officials, stakeholders, lobbyists, business leaders
Item #7 - Upcoming Events

GOVERNOR’S CONFERENCE ON BUSINESS 2018
October 18, 2018 | Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas

Breakout Session:
Urban Mobility and Smart Technology: On the Forefront

Nevada is taking the lead in the growing autonomous mobility industry. Learn how the industry is attracting business to our state, sprouting high tech development, and helping to diversify our economy.

Breakout Session Track 2 - 10:00 am

Greg Belaus
AT&T
Moderator: Chris Walach, Executive Director, NIAS

Tina Quigley
RTC

Dan Langford
GOED

Brett Kanda
NIAS

To learn more about the panelists and topics for the breakout sessions, visit http://business.nv.gov/GCB/Home

Item #7 - Upcoming Events

Successes and Insights on Downtown Las Vegas Mobility sponsored by Zappos

Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018 at 5 p.m.
Location: Zappos HQ

Featuring:
Dr. Joshua Schank, Chief Innovation Officer, LA Metro
Tina Quigley, General Manager, RTC
Deb Schrimmer, Senior Manager of Transportation Policy, Lyft
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OPEN DISCUSSION
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FINAL CITIZENS PARTICIPATION